Topological data analysis, such as persistent homology has shown beneficial properties for machine learning in many tasks. Topological representations, such as the persistence diagram (PD), however, have a complex structure (multiset of intervals) which makes it difficult to combine with typical machine learning workflows. We present novel compact fixed-size vectorial representations of PDs based on clustering and bag of words encodings that cope well with the inherent sparsity of PDs. Our novel representations outperform state-of-the-art approaches from topological data analysis and are computationally more efficient.
Introduction
Topological data analysis (TDA) provides a powerful framework for the structural analysis of high-dimensional data which currently gains increasing importance in natural data analysis (Ferri, 2017 ). An important tool in TDA is Persistence Homology, PH (Edelsbrunner et al., 2002) which provides methods to study qualitative properties of objects based on the theory of size functions introduced by Frosini et al. (Frosini, 1992; Verri et al., 1993) . PH has gained increasing importance in data science, since efficient algorithms exist for its computation (Edelsbrunner & Harer, 2010; De Silva et al., 2011; Chen & Kerber, 2011; Bauer et al., 2017; Dey et al., 2016) .
PH has recently been successfully applied to computer vision problems, such as shape and texture analysis (Li et al., 2014; Reininghaus et al., 2015) , 3D surface analysis (Adams et al., 2017; Zeppelzauer et al., 2017) , 3D shape matching (Carrière et al., 2015) , mesh segmentation (Skraba et al., 2010) , and motion analysis (Vejdemo-Johansson et al., 2015) . Further application areas include time series analysis (Seversky et al., 2016) , music tagging (Liu et al., 2016) Figure 1 . Point clouds of data distributions with different topological structure from a synthetic dataset together with their persistence diagrams. Spatial quantization (persistence image, PI) generates very similar representations especially for "clusters" and "clusters within clusters". The persistence bag of words (PBoW) quantization proposed in this paper yields a more selective sampling of the space and thus more discriminative representations.
and social-network analysis (Hofer et al., 2017) as well as applications from the bio-medical domain, e.g. biomolecular analysis (Cang & Wei, 2017 ), brain network analysis (Lee et al., 2012) , protein investigation (Gameiro et al., 2015) and material science (Nakamura et al., 2015) .
The idea behind PH is to gradually build a topological space upon the input data by growing shapes from the input data. During this process, it builds a sequence of topological spaces called a filtration and tracks when new holes are born and when existing holes die. The length of the associated birth-death intervals (persistence intervals) indicates if the holes are structurally relevant or more likely to be noise.
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The standard representation in persistence homology is the persistence diagram (PD) (Edelsbrunner et al., 2002) as well as later introduced persistence barcodes which are equivalent to PDs. The PD is a two-dimensional representation that visualizes the lifetime of all identified holes during the filtration. Each point in the PD represents a topological structure and its location in the diagram specifies its life span (birth time goes along the horizontal axis and death time along the vertical axis). Examples of PDs for three different input point clouds is shown in Figure 1 . The PD compactly represents the geometric properties of multi-dimensional data in a simple two-dimensional representation.
The PD is a complex data structure which is not easy to integrate in common data analysis and machine learning workflows because it has variable length and multiset structure.
Related work. A number of approaches have been introduced for PDs to make them compatible with statistical analysis and machine learning methods. There are basically two different types of approaches: kernel-based approaches and vectorized representations.
The goal of kernel-based approaches is to define computationally efficient metrics (more precisely kernel functions) to compare PDs and thereby make them compatible with kernel-based machine learning methods, such as kernel support vector machines (SVMs) and kernel PCA. Li et al. combine the traditional bag-of-features approach with PDs (Li et al., 2014) . The authors use various distance functions between 0-dimensional persistence diagrams (bottleneck distance, Wasserstein distances, distance function for persistence landscape) to generate kernels and thereby integrate them into the classification process. On different datasets (SHREC 2010, TOSCA, hand gestures, Outex) they show that topological information is complementary to the information captured by BoF. Reininghaus et al. propose an SVM kernel for persistence diagrams to make them compatible with statistical machine learning methods (Reininghaus et al., 2015) . The authors smooth the PDs using Gaussian kernels. They apply topological descriptors together with the novel kernel to shape retrieval and texture classification. Carrière et al. proposes another kernel based on Sliced Wasserstein approximation of the Wasserstein distance (Carrière et al., 2017) . The authors show that the kernel is not only stable, but also mimics bottleneck distances between persistence diagrams. They further develop an approximation technique to reduce the kernel computation time. They apply it to 3D shape segmentation, texture classification, and orbit recognition in dynamical systems. A widely used approach for the representation of PDs is Persistence Landscape, PL (Bubenik, 2015) . PL is a functional representation of a PD where the PD is transformed into a set of real-valued, piecewise linear, Lipschitz functions. The representation lies in a Banach space and is stable. To compare two landscapes, the authors have introduced a distance measure in (Bubenik, 2015) which can be used, similarly as the approaches above, to compute a kernel matrix. Note that PL can also be transformed into a fixed-length vectorized representation by sampling the values of the landscape function. Previous results, however, have shown that the use of the distance measure is favorable (Bubenik & Dłotko, 2017) .
Approaches for vectorized representations derive fixedsized variants of the PD that can easily be used in current machine learning methods. One approach to leverage topological information for machine learning tasks is the persistent image (PI) proposed by Adams et al. (Adams et al., 2017) . It is a vector-based representation of PD which is built upon earlier work on size functions (Ferri et al., 1998; Donatini et al., 1998) . The PI can be employed directly as a feature vector in conventional machine learning techniques. PI lives in Euclidean space, which makes it easy to combine with other (non-topological) descriptors. Anirudh et al. propose an approach based on Riemannian manifold (Anirudh et al., 2016) . Their method first transforms a PD into a Gaussian kernel which is a Riemannian manifold with Fisher-Rao metric. Next, they transform the manifold to a vector space and use PCA to reduce its dimension to a fixed size which allows to use SVM more effectively.
Recently, a third type of approach has been introduced, which tries to learn which points in the PD are of particular importance for the given task in a supervised manner (Hofer et al., 2017) . This approach has promising properties, however, can only be used in cases where supervisory information (labels) is available during the construction of the representation. In our work we focus on representations that can be build independently from class labels.
Proposed approaches exhibit different advantages and disadvantages. Kernel-based approaches are well-defined in theory, in practice they become highly inefficient when the number of training vectors becomes large, as the entire kernel matrix must be computed explicitly (in case of SVM leading to roughly cubic complexity). Furthermore, they are limited to those data analysis approaches that allow for the use of kernels. Vectorized representations are compatible with a much wider range of methods and applicable even to large-scale data. They, however, may lack in representational power due to the required spatial quantization of the PD. The reason for this is that they do not cope well with the sparseness of the PDs.
Contribution. We present a novel more adaptive and thus more precise representation for PDs which aims at combining the advantages of kernel-based approaches and vector-ized representations. We extend popular bag of word (BoW) encodings to PH to cope with the inherent sparsity of PDs (see Figure 1 for an illustration). The proposed approach generates powerful discriminative representations and results in a universally applicable fixed-sized feature vector of low-dimension. Furthermore, it can be computed efficiently.
We evaluate our representations on synthetic as well as on real-world data and compare them to other state-of-the-art methods (kernels and vectorized representations). Results show that we obtain comparable or even better performance in significantly less time.
The remaining paper is structured as follows. We provide the necessary background on persistence homology in Section 2. The novel representations are introduced in Section 3. Finally, we describe the experimental setup and the results in Section 4 and conclude our work in Section 5.
Background on Persistent Homology
In this section we present basic background on persistent homology. We refer the interested reader to (Edelsbrunner et al., 2002; Edelsbrunner & Harer, 2010) for more information.
Topological spaces appearing in data analysis are typically constructed from small pieces called cells. Natural tools in the study of multi-dimensional point cloud data (see first row of Fig. 1 ) with topological methods are simplices. They are building blocks for structures called simplicial complexes. A simplex σ is a non-empty set of points and a simplicial complex X is a set of simplices, such that if σ ∈ X and a simplex τ ⊂ σ, then τ ∈ X . For a point cloud data X with a metric d and a parameter r ∈ R one can define a Vietoris-Rips complex X r as a simplicial complex whose
Simplicial complexes, in particular Vietoris-Rips complexes, give topology a combinatorial flavour and make it a natural tool in the study of multi-dimensional data sets.
In general an arbitrary function f : X → R, called the Morse function or the measurement function, may be used to control the order in which the complex is built, starting from low values of f and increasing subsequently. This way we obtain a sequence of topological spaces, called a filtration,
is a simplicial complex and r i is a growing sequence of values of f at which the complex changes. As the space is gradually constructed, holes are born, persist for some time and eventually may die Persistence diagrams constitute the main tool of topological data analysis. They visualize geometric properties of a multidimensional object in a simple two-dimensional diagram.
The PD is an expressive representation of the qualitative features in a data set. Unfortunately, the structure of the PD is complex and cannot easily be combined with traditional data analysis and machine learning methods which usually require fixed-size input vectors. This hinders the application of computational topology to machine learning tasks such as computer vision.
In this paper we introduce a novel fixed-size representation of PDs that leverages the strong representative power of bag of words quantization as well as first-and second-order bag of words encodings.
Bag of Words Quantizations for Persistent Homology
Motivated by the great success of bag of word approaches (Sivic & Zisserman, 2003) in computer vision, we present three novel representations of PDs based on bag of words quantization and different types of word encodings: traditional bag of words (BoW) encoding, vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD), and Fisher vector.
Input to all three approaches is a set of PDs extracted for all (or a subset of) instances of a given training data set. In a first step we rotate the PDs by 45 degrees. This transforms the points in the PD into pairs of birth (horizontal) and persistence (vertical):
We will refer this representation as P D in the following. The rotated PD has favorable properties when it comes to the clustering (codeword quantization, see Section 3.3). In the following, we cluster the points in P D to build persistence codebooks and compute different word encodings from it as described in the following sections. Based on the encodings different codeword histograms can be computed which provide an adaptive fixed-size representation for PDs.
Persistence Bag of Words
.T } be the multiset of birth-lifetime pairs. Similarly to traditional bag of words (Sivic & Zisserman, 2003) , the persistence bag of words (PBoW) assigns points of P D to the precomputed codebook {µ i ∈ R 2 , i = 1..k}. The codebook is obtained by k-means clustering on all the points from all PDs from the training set selected for codebook construction.
Let N N (x t ) be the nearest word (cluster center) in the codebook, then the PBoW representation is obtained as the histogram of the assignments v = (v i = |x t : N N (x t ) = i|) i=1..k . This k-dimensional vector can be normalized in various ways. In our experiments, we use square-rooting normalization, which has been found effective for BoW representations (Perronnin et al., 2010) .
WEIGHTING FUNCTION
The straight application of BoW to P D would neglect an important property of persistence diagrams. A typical interpretation is that points in a PD with high persistence are more important than points with low persistence because points with low persistence (short lifetime) are likely to correspond to unimportant structures originating from noise. This important property should be considered during codebook generation. We integrate this assumption, by performing k-means clustering on a subset of points obtained by weighted sampling. We define a piecewise linear weighting function which depends only on the second coordinate (persistence) in the P D. Given a, b > 0, we define the weighting function w a,b : R → R as follows:
In our experiments we set a and b to the persistence values corresponding to 0.05 quantile of birth time and 0.95 quantile of death time, respectively. Example P D with standard (unweighted) and weighted codebooks are shown in Fig. 2 . The unweighted clustering produces larger and less adaptive clusters to the strongest topological structures. The weighted clustering yields a more adaptive codebook with a more uniform sampling of the space. Points with strong persistence have more impact during clustering which leads to separate codewords generated for such points or point clusters. Colors encode the partition of the space by the individual clusters (codewords). Weighting gives more importance to the points exhibiting strong topological structures and yields more balanced cluster sizes. Note that a cluster can also be created for only one point, as is the case here for the point with the longest lifetime and thus the most persistent topological structure.
Persistence VLAD
Persistence VLAD (PVLAD) is based on vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) by (Jégou et al., 2010) . The first computation step is similar to PBoW: a codebook {µ i ∈ R 2 , i = 1..k} is learned using k-means clustering and each point x t is associated to its nearest codeword N N (x t ). In the second step, the accumulated distance from points x t to the nearest codeword is computed: v i = xt:N N (xt)=i x t − µ i , and then concatenated, resulting in a 2k-dimensional vector v. Intuitively, this vector should capture more information than PBoW, because it encodes the first order moments of the points assigned to a codeword instead of simply counting those points. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 3 for P Ds of two classes of shapes ("random data" and "clusters"). The same codebook as in Figure 3 . Quantization the plot of P D from our synthetic dataset by persistence VLAD (left: "random data", right: "clusters"). PVLAD is constructed by summing up vectors pointing from cluster center to points assigned to this cluster.
Similarly like in case of PBoW, PVLAD can be modified in order to give more impact to points with stronger persistence. For this purpose, the codebook can be obtained by running kmeans clustering for a subset of points obtained by weighted sampling.
Persistence Fisher Vector
The idea of persistence Fisher vector (PFV), similarly like in (Perronnin & Dance, 2007) , is to characterize P D with a gradient vector derived from a generative probability model (obtained for all P Ds selected for codebook generation). This is similar to PVLAD, however in case of PFV one computes not only the first order, but also the second order moments of the points assigned to a codeword (i.e. not only the gradient for µ i but also for Σ i ).
Let λ be the set of parameters of Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) obtained for all input P Ds:
where w i , µ i and Σ i denote the weight, Gaussian center and covariance matrix of Gaussian i, respectively. Let p i (x t |λ) be the likelihood that point x t was generated by Gaussian i:
where D = 2 in case of P D. Let L( P D|λ) = logp( P D|λ), where under the independence assumption:
and the likelihood that point x t was generated by the GMM is: (Perronnin & Dance, 2007) . In this case the gradient vector is just a concatenation of the partial derivatives with respect to all the parameters. Note that, rotating the input PDs by 45 degrees facilitates the use of diagonal covariance matrices. Fig. 4 shows an example of a GMM generated on the P D point distribution from Similarly like in case of PBoW, PFV can be modified in order to give more impact to points with stronger persistence.
For this purpose, the GMM can be obtained by running Expectation Maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) on the subset of points obtained by weighted sampling.
Experiments and Results
We evaluate our representation by comparing them with state-of-the-art approaches from TDA for two different tasks. Firstly, the discrimination of synthetically generated shape classes by Adams et al. (Adams et al., 2017) and secondly, the classification of different activities in 3D motion capture data published in (Ali et al., 2007) . We compare our method with different kernel-based approaches: 2-Wasserstein distance 1 , the multi-scale kernel 2 (Reininghaus et al., 2015) , and sliced Wasserstein kernel 3 (Carrière et al., 2017) . Furthermore, we employ the persistence landscape 4,5 representation and generate a kernel matrix by the distance metric defined in (Bubenik, 2015) . Additionally, we employ two vectorized representations: persistence image 6 (Adams et al., 2017) and the Riemannian manifold approach 7 (Anirudh et al., 2016) .
The code of all experiments is written in Matlab. For external approaches we use the publicly available implementations of the original authors. For clustering and bag of words encoding we employ the VLFeat library (Vedaldi & Fulkerson, 2008) . Our code is available at https: //github.com/bziiuj/pcodebooks.
Synthetic Shape Dataset
For the initial comparison of the different representations and to verify the expressive power of our approach we use the synthetic dataset introduced by Adams et al. (2017) . It consists of six shape classes: a random data from unit cube, a circle of diameter one, a sphere of diameter one, three clusters with centers randomly chosen in the unit cube, three clusters within three clusters (where the centers of the minor clusters are chosen as small perturbations from the major cluster centers), and a torus (see Fig. 5 for example shapes). The dataset contains 50 point clouds with 500 points for each of the six classes with the level of σ in Gaussian noise equals 0.1. This gives 300 point clouds in total.
We then compute the H 1 PDs for a Rips filtrations obtained from the point clouds. We use an approximating method proposed by Dey et al. (Dey et al., 2016) and SimBa imple- mentation based on the paper developed by Dayu Shi 8 . We focus on the H 1 PDs (cycles) because they best express the internal structure in the data and yield the most promising results in related works (Adams et al., 2017) .
Similarly like in (Adams et al., 2017) , our goal is to compare different PD representations with this dataset. For each representation, we generate distance matrices of size 300 × 300 and use them as input for k-medoids clustering with k = 6 (the number of shape classes). We use partitioning around medoids (PAM), which is the classical algorithm for solving the k-medoids problem (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990) . The score of such a clustering is the sum of the distances from each point to its closest medoid (the desired clustering is the one with the minimal clustering score). A typical approach to search for the global minimum is to cluster many times (in our case 100) with different random initial selections and return the identified final clustering as the one with the lowest score. The final accuracy is computed as the percentage of point clouds identified with a medoid of the same class. We repeat this procedure 50 times with different random seeds. In order to obtain optimal parameters for tested approaches, we used grid search methodology with adequate ranges presented in Table 1 . For all approaches where weighting is an option, we evaluated with and without weighting.
The clustering scores for all evaluated PD representations and kernels are presented in Table 1 . Persistence fisher vector significantly outperforms all vectorized representations while being only slightly worse than the best kernel-based approach. Fig. 6 shows how the score of the codebook representations depends on the number of clusters. PBoW improves with increasing number of k and yields an optimum around k = 20, representing a 20-dimensional vector. Larger codebook sizes do not further improve performance. We assume that mostly redundant information is added to the vector with larger k. PFV yields the best overall re-8 http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/˜dey.8/SimBa/Simba.html sults and has its peak at k = 10. This corresponds to a 40-dimensional vector (PFV dimension is 4k). For larger k performance slightly decreases but stays at a high level. PVLAD is not able to compete with the other representations. We assume that the reason for the low performance of PVLAD is the hard assignment of the first-order information (distances to clusters). Soft assignment strategies as in PFV may mitigate this problem. For PVLAD, however, weighting has the most positive influence.For the other representations the effect of weighting decreases with increasing k. A higher k seems to compensate the weighting due to the finer spatial partition of the space. Finally, we investigate if the derived vectorial representations (codebook histograms) capture the different structures in the six classes well. Figure 7 shows averaged PBoW histograms for all six classes over all instances. We select PBoW for visualization due to their easier interpretability. We can clearly see different distributions in the histograms for the different classes. Remarkably, the classes "clusters" and "clusters within clusters" have clearly different distributions which shows that the hierarchical cluster structure can be modeled well. For classes "Random data" and "Sphere" the distributions of PDs are similar, what results in similar PBoWs.
Motion Capture Dataset
We further evaluate all approaches on real-world data representing 3-dimensional motion capture sequences of body joints (Ali et al., 2007) . The dataset contains a collection of five actions: dancing, jumping, running, sitting and walking with 31, 14, 30, 35 and 48 instances respectively. For each action, a set of 19 3D motion trajectories (each cor- . Averaged persistence bag of word histograms for the different shape classes from the synthetic dataset (with a codebook size of k = 20 and without weighting). The different shapes show clearly different codeword distributions. The similar distribution of "Random data" and "Sphere" result from the fact that they produce highly similar PDs responding to the motion of one joint) are provided. This corresponds to 57 = 3 · 19 curves of individual components (x, y, and z components) for which separate PDs are computed.
For our experiments, with the motion capture dataset we compare with the vectorized representations (PI and the Riemannian manifold). Kernel-based approaches would require the computation of 57 kernel matrices, which is computationally highly demanding. Table 2 summarizes the average recognition rates for all evaluated approaches. Overall, PBoW overcomes all fixedsize representations and it is almost five times faster than the Riemann approach and fifty times faster than PI. Figure 8 shows the performance of the proposed representations for different codebook sizes. The best performance over all codebook sizes is achieved by PBoW (with and without weighting). Similarly, PFV yields constantly good results when weighting is applied. Weighting seems to improve the underlying GMM models. These results further indicates that the codebook size (usually a crucial parameter in bag of word approaches) has only little influence for these representations. PVLAD is clearly outperformed by the other approaches. A closer investigation of the VLAD encoding in the context of P Ds will be a subject of future investigation.
Conclusion
We have presented three new representations for persistence diagrams based on bag of word quantizations and different word encodings. We have evaluated the representations on synthetic as well as real-world data and compared their performance with several state-of-the-art topological approaches (both kernel-based approaches and vectorized Figure 8 . Scores for the three proposed representations (PBoW, PVLAD, and PFV with weighting (dashed lines) and without weighting (solid lines) for k = 5..50 for the motion capture dataset. PBoW clearly outperforms PVLAD and PFV and yields the best result with a codebook dimension of k = 15. PVLAD is not able to capture the structural differences in the classes. PFV strongly benefits from weighting and yields good results over all codebook sizes.
representations). Our results show that the new representations outperform most alternative approaches and are notably faster. The proposed representations have two major advantages over related ones. Firstly, building a codebook enables our approach to adapt to the structures in the PD and to encode the points in an effective way. This makes the resulting vectorized representation compact and expressive, i.e., the representation does not need to preserve entries in the vector for areas in the PD where no points are available. Secondly, in contrast to related approaches which transform the PDs individually and separately for each input instance, the proposed codebooks can be constructed from a subset or even from the entire training data. Thereby the codebook can model global structures in the data and gets a global support. This facilitates the generation of robust representations. Note that our approaches are still completely unsupervised and do not need any class labels for the construction of the representation.
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